1994 ford ranger 2.3 wont start

Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. Your car engine needs fuel, compression, and a spark to
start. Photo courtesy of Sfoskett on Wikimedia. When your engine cranks but won't start or run,
it could mean your engine is having trouble producing a spark, getting fuel, or creating
compression. The most common causes are problems in the ignition for example, a bad ignition
coil or fuel system for example, a clogged fuel filter. However, the source may also be a
mechanical fault for example, a leaking valve , or faulty components in other systems. What
"crank-no-start" doesn't generally mean is a problem with the starter. If the engine cranks
normally, you don't have a starting problem. If it isn't cranking right the engine rotates slowly or
doesn't rotate, or you hear weird noises or nothing when you try to start the engine , check this
other practical guide to troubleshooting the starting system. Whatever you do, avoid cranking
the engine repeatedly with the hope that the engine will fire up. You may drain your battery of
power and damage the starter motor in the process. Instead, try to use the charge left in your
battery to locate the fault. This guide will first give you six quick things you can check, and then
three systems to troubleshootâ€”the spark, the fuel, the compressionâ€”using some simple and
quick diagnostics. Then, for more help, you'll see a list of components in related systems that
can be associated with a no-start condition. Scanning your car computer memory should be
one of your first diagnostic procedures. Photo courtesy of Robert Couse-Baker on Flickr. When
trying to find out why your car doesn't want to start, keep in mind these possibilities. To operate
efficiently, an internal combustion gasoline engine needs a good spark, the right amount of fuel,
and good compression a healthy mechanical condition. The lack of any of these three things
will prevent your engine from starting. So, the next three sections will list a series of steps to
help you find out whether your engine is lacking adequate spark, is not getting enough fuel, or
has too low compression. Worn out or fouled spark plugs will fail to ignite the fuel mixture.
Photo courtesy of Zach Zupancic. First you want to check that a good spark is reaching the
cylinders. You can do this test without a spark tester, but it's better to use one, because a weak
spark as well as a missing spark can prevent your engine from starting. If you don't see a spark,
repeat the test. This time, adjust the spark tester to 30KV. If still you don't see a spark, repeat
the test and set the tester to 10KV. If this time you see a spark or no spark, you have a problem
in the ignition system. Consult your vehicle repair manual for your particular model for further
diagnosis. Depending on your particular model, you may have a problem with an ignition coil,
distributor, ignition module, igniter, or some other related component. Other Checks You
Should Do:. Fuel injectors may clog and prevent your engine from starting. Photo courtesy of
Ian Brockhoff on Wikimedia. After checking for spark, you need to check that the engine is
getting fuel. Some models, like many Ford vehicles, have a fuel pump switch inertia switch , that
automatically cuts power to the fuel pump when involved in an accident. If your engine refused
to start after an accident or after a vehicle struck yours in a parking lot, check for an inertia
switch. The switch helps prevent your car catching on fire if an accident occurs. Check your car
owner's manual or vehicle repair manual to locate the switch. You can pop the button back in
manually. A blown head gasket can lower engine compression enough to prevent the engine
from starting. Photo courtesy of Tony Harrison on Flickr. Compression in the cylinder heats up
the air-fuel mixture and helps the spark ignite the mixture so the combustion takes place.
During the combustion process, though, there should be no air leaks. Otherwise, the cylinder
will have poor combustion, or it will not happen. The most common source of air combustion
leak is a jumped timing belt or chain that allows air to escape through a valve; it can also
happen because of a burned valve, worn-out compression rings, or a blown head gasket. A
timing belt or chain synchronizes camshaft to crankshaft rotation. After miles of service, it
wears down, becomes damaged, or breaks. So car manufacturers suggest replacing a timing
belt every five years. A timing chain may have a wider service schedule interval. Replacing the
belt or chain at the suggested interval can prevent serious engine mechanical problems.
Consult your vehicle repair manual. On some vehicle models, it is easy to remove the timing
cover to check if the belt or chain is still in place. If it is, you may be able to visually inspect the
belt or chain condition, and then check that it hasn't jumped. Follow the instructions in your
vehicle repair manual. Likewise, you can check compression pressure using a compression
gauge. If you have a gasoline engine, you screw the gauge into a spark plug hole; on diesel
engines, screw the gauge in place of a glow plug or injector nozzle. Gasoline engine
compression ranges from to pounds per square inch psi ; diesel engine compression may
range from to psi. A failed EGR valve can prevent your engine from starting. Photo courtesy of
Moosealope on Flickr. Faults in other systems, not just ignition, fuel, or compression problems,
can prevent your engine from starting. A system component itself may be faulty, or there may
be a problem with its wire connector or harness. You may need to expand your diagnostic
procedure to the components below. Computers in modern vehicles monitor many of these

components usually in emission-related systems and can set trouble codes when problems
arise. So don't forget to scan your computer. EGR The exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve
introduces a measured amount of exhaust gases into the intake manifold to get re-burned. This
helps lower engine temperature and harmful emissions. But the valve can fail and stick either
open or closed. When the valve sticks open it may prevent your engine from starting. Other
symptoms of a stuck-open EGR valve include rough idle and stalling. Cold Injector Some
vehicle models use a cold-start injector. It operates as a regular injector, but only works when
the engine is cold. The injector may have its own thermo switch or may be commanded by the
system control module. If either the switch or the computer circuit fails, you may have a hard
time starting the engine during cold months. Consult your vehicle repair manual, if necessary.
MAP The manifold absolute pressure MAP sensor compares the barometric atmospheric
pressure to the intake manifold vacuum. When the sensor fails, it can prevent your engine from
starting. Not all vehicles use this sensor. A common MAF problem is dirt or foreign matter
blocking the sensing element, preventing the sensor from working. Or the sensor itself may fail
after miles of service. You can clean and test the sensor at home. ECT The computer uses the
engine coolant temperature ECT sensor to know how much fuel the engine needs and when to
enter closed loop operation that is, when the engine has reached operating temperature.
Depending on your particular model, a bad ECT sensor can upset ignition timing, or the
operation of the transmission or cooling fan. The EVAP system temporarily stores harmful fuel
vapors into a canister to prevent their release into the atmosphere. When conditions are
appropriate, the computer routes the fuel vapors out of the canister through a canister vent
valve and into the intake manifold for burning. A faulty valve, though, can prevent the engine
from starting. Consult your vehicle repair manual for the procedure to test the valve. Photo
courtesy of K. Aainsqatsi on Wikimedia. It sends a voltage signal to the computer. The
computer uses this information to regulate the air-fuel mixture according to engine needs. On
some vehicle models, a worn out, failing or bad TPS will prevent your engine from starting at all.
Vacuum Leaks Vacuum leaks are not uncommon, and they are the source of many engine
performance problems, including fail to start. Depending on where the fault is located, vacuum
leaks can be hard to find. But mayor vacuum leaks that can make the engine hard to start may
happen in the power booster vacuum hose, EGR valve, another main vacuum hose or a blown
head or intake manifold gasket. Carburetor If you have an old vehicle model with a carburetor,
double check that the fuel level is properly adjusted. If the carburetor is flooded, you'll probably
perceive a strong fuel odor under the hood. A little trick you can use is to fully depress the
accelerator and try to start the engine. If the engine doesn't start, wait for a few minutes and try
again. When your engine cranks but fails to start, it can be difficult to fix if you don't know
where to begin troubleshooting. This guide not only tells you where to start but helps you build
your diagnostic strategy. And reminds you of some simple but easy to forget places to look
into. So most of the time, using just this guide you'll be able to zero in on the problem. Content
is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal
counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: My
Hyundai Elantra cranks, but sounds like it's flooded. What can this be? Answer: Check the fuel
pressure. If the regulator failed, it can flood the engine or starve it from fuel. If you haven't
changed the fuel filter, it might be clogged. Question: I have a Dodge Dakota. It has trouble
starting when the engine is warm. It will start with starting fluid. Tried fuel injector cleaner, still
having the problem. What to try next? Answer: It seems to be a symptom of a faulty crankshaft
position sensor. If possible, test the sensor when cold and when warmed. You may need to put
it in hot water and test it. Usually, the sensor may start failing intermittently, then it'll happen
more often. But you won't "catch" it when cold. This other post may help:. The fuel pump went
out and replaced the pump. The truck would still run. Afterward, I did a tune up by replacing
plugs and distributor cap and rotor. Now the truck will fire but dies after a few seconds. I did not
fully remove the distributor to change the cap. What could cause sudden change? Answer:
Make sure you install the correct spark plugs, and that they have the correct gap. Also, check
there's spark when trying to start the engine. The symptoms point to a bad ignition coil. This
other post may help you test it, if necessary:. Question: My Honda Accord cranks but it doesn't
start. I'm getting fuel, spark, and compression. I drove it two days ago and this morning I went
to start it up but it didn't, t just cranks. Can you help? Answer: Sometimes a faulty sensor like
the crankshaft, camshaft or even a throttle position sensor can prevent an engine from starting.
Download troublecodes even if you don't see the check engine light on. You may find a code
that can guide you here. Question: I Have an Audi a3 , the cams and crank are turning over but
the vehicle is not starting. Could this be the engine timing or does it need a compression test?
Answer: Make sure you have good spark and fuel pressure, then check for compression and
timing. Question: I just replaced my mustang's valve covers, intake manifold and upgraded from

2 barrel to 4 barrel carburetor. In doing so, I had to lift the distributor up a bit in order to install
the manifold. Would that throw the timing off? The engine cranks and puffs and seems to want
to start but simply won't. Any thoughts? Answer: If the distributor shaft and cam gear are not
meshing properly, it may cause timing problems. Try wobbling the distributor shaft. If it does,
that might be the problem. Also, that would also affect the oil pump, since it's driven off the
distributor shaft. Too much stress. Even if the engine were able to run, I think the distributor
may wear out too soon. Question: So I got a Ford Focus that cranks, but won't start. I've already
replaced the fuel pump and filter and a blown relay fuse and cleaned out the air filter. The car
started but after two right turns, it won't start again. What could be the problem with my Ford
Focus' engine? Answer: Check for any possible trouble codes. Also, you might want to
investigate what caused the fuse to blow. Maybe you got a problem in that circuit. Question: I
have a Chevy Monte Carlo, 5. I was at a stop light and the engine suddenly died. I was able to
restart. I drove home and about 10 or so feet from my driveway it suddenly died again. I coasted
into the driveway. I got started a third time, let it run for 5 minutes. Revved the engine and it
died again. That was 3 months ago, and it has not started since. What could be the problem?
Answer: There could be several causes for this: the choke is not closing; the choke linkage is
binding; choke is not closing properly; check the float; fuel is not reaching the carburetor;
faulty accelerator pump. Answer: Make sure you got good spark and fuel pressure. Usually,
these are the two systems that will give you trouble. Also, check for possible trouble codes,
even if the check engine light is not on. You may have a pending code. A sensor may be given
you trouble. Hope this helps. Question: My Dodge Ram will turn over but won't start. Has no
spark. Also, scan the computer for possible pending codes. Question: My Toyota Mark ll engine
cranks but won't turn over. What would be the main cause of this? Answer: If the engine cranks,
it turns over. The fuel and ignition system are the most common issues. Question: I just
changed fuel injectors on my ZX twin turbo. Before the shop changed them, the car was able to
start, but it ran rough due to three injectors not working. What could be the most likely culprit?
Answer: Check for DTCs first. If you don't find any, is there an anti-theft system that needs to be
reset? Check the fuel pressure , ignition spark , and check that there are no restrictions against
the turbo intake and exhaust system. These the most common trouble areas. I tried using
engine starter fluid and still got nothing. What may be the issue? Answer: First, make sure you
got the correct fuel pressure and good spark. These are the most common issues. Question: My
Toyota Yaris Vitz cranks but won't start after checking the fuel pump, but before checking the
fuel pump the engine was starting. What could be the cause? Answer: Check fuel pressure.
There could be a problem in the system. Question: My CA18 engine is getting a spark, sufficient
current, compression, and all fuses are good, but it still won't start. What is the problem?
Answer: If it cranks good, check for fuel pressure. There could be a problem in pressure or fuel
volume. Question: I have a Chevy Malibu that won't start, but it does turn over. All the lights and
everything works, but it just won't start. Do u have any clue what can be the problem? Answer:
Make sure you are getting enough fuel pressure. And check the injectors for the command
pulse from the computer. Question: My truck cranks but won't start. It has fuel pressure and
spark, and I even recently changed the cap and rotor. What else could it be? Answer: Check for
compression. That's the next step, if you know you have enough fuel pressure and a healthy
spark. Question: My Ford Focus cranks for a while, eventually starts, then idles normally and
runs fine. What's causing the long cranking? Answer: Usually, an engine takes longer to start
because of an aging or failing battery, starter, or spark plugs. Batteries may last between three
to five years. A starter's lifetime service requirements are hard to predict. Check the spark plug
gap, and the condition of the electrodes then follow the manufacturer service recommendation
on them. Question: I drove my car to pick up food. Ran fine. Turned it off and went inside. When
I came back out it would crank but refused to start. Have replaced spark plugs, ignition coils
and the fuel pump. Ordered a scanner last night that should be there when i get off work today.
So no codes at this moment. Answer: The most common faults are in the ignition and fuel
systems. First, you need to make sure you have good spark, correct fuel pressure. Also, the
problem could be with a sensor: crankshaft position sensor, camshaft position sensor, throttle
position sensor. Still, troubleshoot the system before replacing any parts. Question: My Toyota
Starlet engine cranks but won't turn over. My brother removed some wiring that he had hooked
up to speakers in the trunk. In this case, the most common problems is not good spark or not
enough fuel pressure. Make sure you got good spark and fuel pressure:. If you don't hear the
starter motor running -- just hear a click or a series of clicks- or the starter motor seems to run
but the engine doesn't crank doesn't turn over , then the problem is more likely in the starter
system. First make sure the battery is properly charged. You may also want have the starter
motor checked. Sometimes, this is also a sign of bad starter system circuit. These other posts
may help:. Question: I have a Ford Focus and the battery and alternator are 6 months old. It

started just fine. I got maybe 2 miles and an engine light popped on, shut off the car when I tried
restarting. It would turn over slowly but wouldn't start. I checked the plug wires and they were
covered in oil. Could oily plug wires be preventing my Ford Focus from starting? Answer: The
oil may have fouled the spark plugs and wires. Check for the source of the oil leak and fix it.
Check the oil level and add, if necessary. Then clean the spark plugs and wires. Question: I
have a 94 Izuzu rodeo that won't start but turns over. I've noticed that the fuel and oil gauge
doesn't move and the air conditioning doesn't come on when the key is turned to start it. But
the other gauges work and the radio works. Do you have any clue what this could be? Answer:
Make sure you're getting spark and fuel. Check to see if there are any trouble codes you can
download from the computer. Also, check for fuel pressure and compression. Question: Dodge
Dakota V6 2 wheel drive, cranks but won't start. No power to pump or ignition. What could be
wrong? Answer: Check the ignition relay. If this fails, it can affect power to the ignition coil and
fuel pump. Question: I recently changed the spark plugs in my Ford Explorer Sport and the
ignition coil and it still won't start. Why won't my Ford Explorer start? Answer: Make sure you
got good spark. Then check for fuel pressure. Other possibility is a faulty sensor â€” camshaft
position sensor, or crankshaft position sensor are the usual suspects. Question: My Ford
Fusion died while driving, Now it cranks but won't start. Fuel pump has been replaced. What is
the most likely problem at this point? Answer: The most common source of trouble when the
engine cranks but won't start is the ignition or fuel system. Make sure you got enough fuel
pressure and good spark. Also, a faulty sensor crankshaft position sensor or camshaft sensor
on some models or throttle position sensor may cause this problem as well. Check for trouble
codes, even if the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code that can help you
diagnose the problem. Question: My Toyota Funcargo just stops while driving and won't start
turning over but just not starting. Could it be a bad coil pack? Answer: It's possible. But you
also need to make sure you got fuel pressure. Question: My Opel Astra cranks as normal but
just will not start, I have checked the fuel going to the injectors; even checked the plugs. All
good. What can be the problem? Answer: Make sure you got the correct pressure in the fuel
system. Problems with the fuel pressure regulator may cause this type of issue, as well. Also,
make sure you got a good spark. Bad sensors, like crankshaft or camshaft position sensors,
can also prevent the engine from starting. Check for trouble codes, even if the check engine
light is not on. Question: My Honda Accord cranks but won't start, and I've already replaced the
fuel pump, spark plugs and wires, distributor cap and rotor. And the starter has also been
replaced. Any ideas? Answer: Make sure you are getting a good spark. Try spraying a bit of
starting fluid through the throttle plate and crank the engine. If it seems like the engine wants to
catch, the problem is in the fuel system. Replace the fuel filter, if necessary. Check for fuel
pressure. The problem could be the fuel pressure regulator or a worn pump. Question: I used
starting fluid and my car turned on for a few seconds then shuts off. Answer: Check for fuel
pressure. It seems enough or no fuel is not getting to the cylinders. Question: I have a Honda
Civic that cranks but sometimes doesn't start. It also shut-off while I was driving, I changed the
spark plugs and the battery is not dead. Also checked and there is fuel going into the cylinders
and didn't seem to find and any blown fuses. Answer: The problem could be in the fuel system
but it can be hard to diagnose if it is intermittent. You may have a leaking fuel injector. Also,
there could be a bad ground or loose wire that is causing too much resistance in the circuit,
preventing the engine to start until it cools. These other posts may help. Question: I am in
Melbourne Australia. I have a Holden Gemini. Its a small car with a 1. When I turn the key to
Start, the engine cranks but will not fire. But when I turn key from 'on' back to 'off' I hear a click
in the distributor cap and what sounds like a power stroke occurring in one cylinder. The coil
seems OK. But spark plugs don't spark when the engine turned over. Could my problem be an
ignition switch issue? Answer: Make sure the ignition coil is firing properly, and check the
distributor cap for carbon traces and cracks, and the ignition module. Some auto parts stores
test the ignition module for you. There could be a problem. Question: My Chevy suburban was
working fine today, but later in the day I tried turning on the car and it only cranked without
starting. The lights, radio, wipers etc. I've even tried jumping the battery car but still won't start,
just crank. Any advice on that? Answer: The most common on a crank-nostart condition are the
ignition and fuel systems. Make sure you got good spark and check for fuel pressure. You may
try spraying starting fluid in the throttle while cranking. If it sounds like the engine wants to
catch, probably the fuel system is at fault. Answer: Check fuel pressure and for good spark.
Make sure the battery is fully charged. I changed the throttle body. It starts one time and then
fails then it keeps on cranking. You change the throttle body, it repeats the same process. The
spark and compression is there. Answer: Check the electrical connectors for the throttle control
system. Another possibility is a problem with the throttle control system actuator, or the
harness open or short. Question: My Nissan D21 has a hard time starting, but once you get it

started it will drive wherever you need to go. Must of the time it just cranks over. I checked
spark, everything works; fuel pump is pumping fuel. What could my issue be? Answer: Check
the starting circuit. Bad connections can increase voltage drop and make it harder to start.
Check for possible faulty sensor. Download trouble codes, if necessary. This post may help:.
Question: I have a Ford F The car cranks but won't start. I can disconnect the battery cable and
reconnect and it will start, but might not next time. Any ideas what the problem might be?
Answer: There could be a problem with the engine or starting system grounds. Maybe these
other posts will help:. Could it be flooded? Answer: Check the fuel injectors are working.
Double check that the TBI was properly torqued when installed and a new gasket, if necessary.
This could be a faulty fuel system or a vacuum leak. You can test the TPS using a digital
multimeter:. Question: I have a Chrysler Town and Country that will crank but it won't turn over.
I have already changed out the battery and fuel pump. How can I diagnose the problem with my
Chrysler? Answer: Make sure you have good spark and good fuel pressure when cranking. If
both check out OK, test the compression. Question: My Honda Accord has a hard time starting.
I have to really press on the gas hard to get it to start. Answer: There could be a problem in the
fuel system; check for fuel pressure when trying to start. You may have good spark if you're
able to run the car once it starts, but the pump may be weak or worn as well. Question: I have a
Ford Ranger Edge that cranks fine every morning, but after I drive it to work and it sits for a few
hours, I have to crank it at least twice before it will start up. Answer: The engine coolant
temperature sensor may be failing, not sending the correct signal when the engine is warmer.
But, this can also be a problem with fuel pressure or a leaking injector. Step on the gas when
cranking the engine. Otherwise, try some starting fluid. If it helps, the problem could be with the
pressure regulator. Question: My Ford Ranger will sometimes stall early after starting, and it
won't start again right away. But after an hour or so, usually, it starts back up. Any thoughts on
why this is occurring? Answer: Sometimes this is a simple maintenance issue a clogging fuel
filter , problems with the fuel system, or a sensor issue. This other post may help you:.
Question: I have a Nissan zx. It was leaking water beforehand. I have no idea what it could be.
What should I do? Answer: From your description, there might be an oil leak. Check the oil
level. You need to locate the source of the leak. Take a look under the car and see if you can see
traces of the leak around the oil pan or engine. Question: My Toyota 1KD engine cranks but it
can't start. Answer: Follow the steps in the first section in the post to get an idea what system is
causing the problem first ignition, fuel, compression. Then take it from there. Question: My Audi
V6 just cranks but won't start, I tried almost everything but still the same, what could be the
problem? Answer: Sometimes, this is due to a faulty MAF sensor. You can try cleaning the
sensor first and then checking sensor operation. Also, make sure you got no vacuum leaks and
you got the correct fuel pressure. Compare the specs in your vehicle repair manual. I'm
assuming you checked for good spark and trouble codes. Question: I have a Chevy K 4x4 truck.
I've replaced plugs, plug wires, distributor and new battery, fuel filters, fresh fuel. Fuel pressure
checks out. Engine cranks but won't start until the whine of fuel pump slightly changes tone.
Then it will start on next attempt. Do you think its the fuel pump, even though pressure checks
out OK? Answer: Spray some starting fluid in the throttle body and try starting the engine. If it
catches for a second or two, then there could be a problem with the fuel pump. Question: I have
a 98 Chevy Blazer. I have a new battery, new plugs, new wires, new fuel filter and it still won't
start when it's cold. Once it runs, then it's good. But after about 8 hours, it is really hard to start
again. Why would my Chevy Blazer have trouble starting? Answer: You may want to check the
starter circuit voltage drop. Also, the starter may already have some wear, making it harder to
crank the engine. This post might help you:. This makes it harder to start the engine. Question: I
have a BMW that wont start. If I put starting fluid in the intake, it tries to start. If I bypass fuel
relay, it comes on, but not with key. It cranks but will not start. This will prevent fuel from
reaching the injectors. Then, check if the fuel pump kicks in when you turn the key On. Remove
the key completely and then insert the key and turn it On. If not, try using another relay, or
remove the relay and test it. There could be a leaking fuel pressure regulator or a worn, weak
pump. You can check fuel pressure through the test Schrader valve. Question: I have a Camaro
SS that had a sudden no start. I replaced the PCV valve tubing and valve because I noticed the
tube was broken. I also replaced the spark plugs and cleaned the injectors. The car is getting
fuel and spark to the coils. At this point, I'm running out of things to test. Do you have any
suggestions? Answer: Make sure fuel pressure is correct. Use a fuel pressure gauge to test
pressure. Check for trouble codes that can guide you. Unplug the MAF sensor and see if this
makes a difference. Problems with the crankshaft position sensor can also prevent the engine
from starting. The problem could be in the starting system circuit. This other post can help you
check the wires and connections using voltage drop:. I have a fordrowcam bakie the engin has
been do over timing is set but it does not want to start what can it be. Normally, cylinder

pressure should be over psi. Your mechanic might be right and needs to investigate why the
chain slipped, if that's what happened. It'll probably need a new chain kit. Nissan pulsar
Mechanics changed fuel , changed injectors ,check coil , the pressure in each cylinder is 75 ,
blows no smoke. Mechanics have had it going and driven it when the motor is warm the motor
starts when cold the motor will not start ,maybe the timing chain has slipped the Mechanic said
it is also flooding. A car technician should be able to analyze sensors' data that might lead to
the problem. He should be able to confirm if there's spark and fuel going to the engine. Hi there
I have a ford explorer xlt we just had the engine out and replaced the 4 timing chains that it
required and was driving fine the first day then noticed the check engine light came on then
noticed the spedometer wasnt working but was still driving good then went up a small hill and it
shut off and wouldnt start again we have tried replacing the starter and put another battery in
and still nothing then we thought it might be the fuel filter so we just replaced that and it still
wont start it will turn over but not starting any ideas what the problem could be really need
some help even our mechanic doesnt know what the problem could be. Check sensor
connections and sensor themselves, specially the camshaft sensor. Something might've been
left disconnected, loose or a wire damaged. Download trouble codes, even if you don't see the
check engine light on. But now it not starting but before with a broken camshagt it was starting.
What might be a problem? Try first downloading trouble codes and see if you find any, even if
the check engine light is not on. This can help you focus on the possible faulty system. Make
sure to check fuel pressure and spark. If there's no spark or no fuel pressure, it's possible a
sensor is faulty. Also, a security system may be bad and preventing the engine from starting, or
a key chip may also interfere. The problem could be in the electrical system. Full voltage may
not be reaching the starter motor. It'll be a good idea to check the starting circuit and engine
grounds. Also, download trouble codes, even if you don't see the check engine light on. There
could be a pending code that might help. I have a 4. When I went to start it, the starter had a
different sound to it. Anybody have any thoughts as to what it might be? The problem could be
with the circuit to the ignition coil or somehwere in the ignition system. Thanks Dan I will start
with fixing those problems. But even though with a timing light hooked up and 1 appearing to
fire on right timing mark and the starting fluid sprayed in the manifold the computer can still
change timing enough to stop every cylinder from firing off at least a pop cuz I get nothing, not
even "ok I'm trying to start" out of it. I didn't think the ecu could change timing that much, but it
sounds like. So on to fix what I know to be wrong and let you know when I know and again
thank you my friend, you are most helpful. On some models, without a proper signal from the
ECT, the computer will not be able to adjust for the proper air-fuel mixture it may over lean or
enrich too much and upset ignition timing. In your case, the computer doesn't even know the
volume and density of the air coming in. Hope this help. Done all the checks and do hae code
for ect, maf and air temp. It has spark and at the right time and compression s. I know I need to
replace parts but even so it should still fire, shouldn't it? You may want to try fixing code PO
This could be a faulty thermostat or ECT coolant temperature sensor , most of the time. This
may take care of the other code. I have a ford fusion se that cranks but wont start snd i have 2
codes popped up one is p and the other is p i think my catalytic converter is plugged what is
everyones opinion on this matter. Backfires can be caused for various reasons, usually a
vacuum leak, a sensor problem or a faulty ignition system. Got a dodge Durango it would crank
for a few seconds then it would change sounds then start now it change s sounds now
backfires what up with it. Any help would be appreciated. If cranking drains battery power fast,
there could be a problem in one of the circuits. Also, try downloading trouble codes and see if
any sensor has triggered a code. Usually, problems with the crank, cam, throttle position and
MAF sensors cause this type of problem. I have a Nissan Bluebird - manual transmission sedan.
The car cannot start but only cranks. I have replaced new batteries but the power runs out faster
when trying to diagnose the problem. I have checked and replaced new sensors, fuel filter, 4
cylinder heads, new computer box, add new oil and fuel. I am not getting anywhere and end with
the same problem. I am almost buying new n60 car battery every time I want to spend time
checking again. Please help me fix my car. Also, there could be a problem with a sensor
crankshaft, camshaft sensor communicating with the computer. Download for possible pending
trouble codes. Also, make sure the circuit and connections to the sensors are good. My ford
explorer cranks but wont start. Ive already replaced the fuel pump, fuel filter, air filter, coil, spark
plugs,and spark plug wires and it still wont start,why? There could be a problem with the
crankshaft or camshaft sensor, or the ignition module. Search for trouble codes and see if
there's a pending one that can guide you here. My toyota ipsum doesn't spark only crank engine
what to check when coil packs dont spark only crank engine. Make sure you got good spark and
good fuel pressure. Download trouble codes, even if the check engine light is not on, there
could be a pending code from a sensor that is acting up. My car cranks but wont start! I have

replaced the plug's and coils, the crankshaft position sensor drained oil and flushed radiator!
The car has half tank of fuel but only cranks! Glad to hear you got it fixed. Yes, it's better to start
with the simple stuff. There's where many problems start. I suggested we start over with the
basics. Hubby took me out to dinner as a thank you. So glad i took that powderpuff mechanic
class when i bought my first car in It taught me to start with the simplest cheapest remedies
first. Usually the problem will be at the ignition or fuel system. Make sure you got good spark
and, if necessary, good fuel pressure:. If none of the plugs have spark, check the distributor,
ignition coil wire and the coil itself; then the ignition module. Or maybe the ignition switch is
bad. It may happen. Work your way backwards through the system. You may need your vehicle
repair manual to look up specs for the coil. I have a Chrysler Town and Country that cranks but
won't start. Please assist with what I need to do to get it to start. Thank you. Hey Dan, so I
swapped the plugs and listened for the fuel pump and I was able to hear it running. So I took
one plug out to test for spark holding it against a ground and no spark. To make sure I tried
another plug on a different ground and again no spark. Could definitely smell fuel out of the
open ports. So maybe a fuse? Electrical or distributor? Possibly a harness? Make sure you got
good spark and fuel pressure. Also, a sensor cranksaft or camshaft might not be sending the
correct signal, preventing the engine from starting. In this case the fuel injectors might not fire.
Download trouble codes, even if the engine light is not on, there could be a pending code.
Possibly spark plugs? Sounds normal while cranking. Try downloading trouble codes, even if
the engine light is not on. There could be a pending code that can help you here. On some
models, a bad sensor or its circuit can prevent the engine from starting crankshaft or camshaft
sensor, throttle position sensor. Temperature related issues during starting can be hard to
diagnose sometimes. Have the battery and charging system checked. If the battery runs down
or the charging system isn't quite working, you may not have enough current. My Frontier turns
over but wont start. Immediately starts when additional charge is put to battery? Check the
crankshaft and camshaft position sensors. The computer relies on these sensors to manage
spark and fuel delivery. Kia rio There could be a problem with the ignition control module. You
may need your repair manual to locate the fault. This other post may give you an idea about the
diagnostic, but I highly suggest getting a repair manual to trace the fault in your model:. My
distributor went out on my Nissan exterra so I replaced it with a new one then a day later the
new one went out. Im getting no spark again and the new distributor is not working. What could
cause it to keep shorting out new distributor. Make sure the battery is fully charged and
therminals are clean and tight. If you hear a solid click when trying to start the engine, maybe
the starter is bad. If you hear a series of clicks, probably is not receiving enough voltage. Check
the starting circuit:. I have chev cruze 1. There could be a problem with a sensor or coil that is
breaking when the temperature goes up. Try downloading trouble codes even if the engine light
is not on. There could be a pending code that can guide here. If you don't hear the starter at all,
maybe the battery has no charged or there's a problem with the starting circuit. If the engine
was starting without before then, check the battery, do a voltage drop on the starting circuit. I
have a 3series BMW i parked it near a shop got something after half an hour when i came back
to my car all the lights come on but but the engine wont turn or make any noise. I dont know
what happened i am due to take it for service.. My Dodge Ram has several times failed to start.
The starter turns but the engine won't catch. It only happens when restarting the engine after a
brief stop, like running into a store, never first thing in the morning, and after ten minutes or so
it will suddenly start fine again. Today it cut off while I was driving and did the same thing. The
fuel system might be slowly loosing pressure. Try turning the ignition key On, leave it there for
a two-three seconds, then turn it off. Repeat three to five times, trying to build system pressure,
and then try starting the engine. If it fires up without an issue or much easier, then the problem
is in the system. Check system pressure, if necessary, next time it happens. There could be a
problem in the ignition system, loose wire or dirty connector, faulty ignition module; or a fault in
the fuel system. Next time it doesn't want to start, spray some starting fluid in the throttle valve.
If seems to catch while cranking, the problem is in the fuel system; otherwise it could be in the
ignition. Hi, it seems that those "crank but won't start" issues are fairly common, but what if
those issues are intermittent? I have a VW up! What could create an issue that is intermittent?
Thanks for your help. There seems to be a fault in the electrical system. You may want to locate
first the system or part draining the battery. Hi please help my diesel bmw D E60 cranks but
won't start. It started off with crankshaft sensor fault, which i replaced and blue dde relay, fault
remained later noticed loom connection to the crankshaft sensor is stuck hit by engine
mounting possible short circuit. Rejoined wires, cleared faults and crankshaft sensor fault
never returned but still car wont fire up! The fault codes um now getting are IBS sensor , 4B90
rail pressure monitoring on engine start, and all 6 glow plugs to Kindly assist. It also drains the
battery even without key on when the car is locked. Make sure you are getting the correct fuel

pressure. If you got good spark, check the camshaft sensor and compression. Hi i have a dodge
ram 4. Start by scanning the car's computer for trouble codes. Probably a sensor is giving you
trouble. If there are no codes, check that you have enough fuel pressure and good spark. Hi ive
got a problem with my car honda i luxline 93 model it doesnt want to start keeps on poping the
yellow light. Check for a spark when the engine doesn't fire. Also, there may be a problem with
the starter motor. Usually worn bushings will cause this. Problems with the fuel injectors
leaking or internal electrical coil fault may cause this as well. Hi, i have holden viva its starts
fine when engine is cold after its engine warm up and i turn it off just cranks and not start again
needs stay for almost 2 hours and starts again and runs fine. I changed fule pump , crankshft
sensor , coolant temp sensor , coil pack and spark plugs but still problem is not solved. If you
checked for trouble codes and the problem was for a crank sensor, check the connections or
the wires; sometimes there's where the problem is. Also, download codes and see if there's still
one for the sensor or a pending one that can point to the problem. It's possible the timing chain
broke. You can remove the distributor cap and crank the engine. If the rotor doesn't move, the
chain broke. You can also check ignition timing using a timing light. I have a Dodge Decota pick
up. Was driving down the road truck was running fine all of a sudden I hear a loud pop come
from the engine the truck stopped running. It cranks but does not start. Could it be the timming
chain or belt or jumped time. I have no idea. If you still have no spark, you may have a problem
with a sensor. Although a faulty crankshaft position sensor can prevent the engine from
starting, the fault can be with the circuit. A pending code may give you some direction here.
BTW, make sure you have good fuel pressure, not just fuel flow. Have a 04 Saturn vue 3. No
difference. Still no start. Check for good spark and fuel pump are working properly. These are
the most common sources of trouble. If you haven't change the fuel filter in a year or more,
change the filter first. It might be clogged. I have a Chevy pickup. My current problem is that im
not getting any fuel past the filter into the engine, but everyrhing else looks good. The pickup I
have has a in it now we got from a graintruck it ran before we put it in the pickup. It cranks over
but doesn't start. The wires and firing order is the same. Is there any other cause for this? Again
it ran before we took it out of the grain truck and everything is hooked up. If you are getting
good spark, you might want to check the fuel pressure. A fuel filter is a possibility if you haven't
replaced it in more than a year or two. If your ignition key is getting stuck, make sure your
battery is fully charged and check the wheel lock cylinder. I have a Honda Accord se 2. Checked
timing. Valve cover gasket and tube seals fine. New spark plugs. Magically got it to star once.
Drove it. Idling rough, driving rough. Checked compression in all cylinders. Cleaned contacts
on Distributor cap. New spark wires. Currently looking at fuel filter, but it seems fine. Anyone
welcome to take a stab. Need to know what's wrong with my mistibushi diamonte 02 want crank
shift gears won't move key want come out but lights come on. Try rotating the engine manually
using a socket, ratchet extension and a breaker bar. Set the transmission to neutral. If it is too
tight, try removing the spark plugs, if it still too tight, theres something wrong in the assembly.
If it turns without much effort, check for a good spark and fuel pressure. Have a misfire on
number 4 piston disassembled the head and had a bend exhaust valve replaced the valve clean
the carbon on the pistons then assembly back car cranks but would not start and the engine
turn over like if is to tight.. Check all the fuses; there could be another blown fuse. Then make
sure you got spark, and fuel pressure. These are the most common reasons for a crank-no start
issues. If it doesn't crank, check the starter relay and connections to the starter motor and
battery terminals. If this is a rebuilt engine, you may need a new starter motor. But you may
want to make sure you got a good spark, and fuel compression. The problem could be in the
emission or fuel system. Maybe this other post can help. Specially, check the first section:. I
have a Mitsubishi Montero that has been having issues, it will start but sputters out when I
press the gas if I left off the gas it seems to pick up power for a couple seconds then stalls out
again, after 10 or 15 minutes of this I can finally get her to move and she seems to do fine, till
she has say for awhile then same deal all over again, I've checked the throttle body, air filter and
changed the fuel pump and fuel strainer, I got in her this morning she started right up I've tried
starting her while pumping the gas but no help, I don't even smell fuel at all. Any ideas where
else to check? I've also checked the spark plugs and wires and they are all nice and silver with
no signs of fouling. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel

injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the
different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using
a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible Trabant car on an
unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you
just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a
classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to
be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and
when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto
Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles.
Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By
Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! Our Professional Sales Consultants are the friendliest anywhere! We have financing
for everyone that is fast and EASY! We will get you the best rate available for ALL types of
credit! We also have an in-house financing department for challenged credit! We LOVE trades,
all trades no matter what it is! Did you know we ship nationwide??! Now customers coast to
coast can take advantage of our low prices! Ask us for more details! Or visit our digital
showroom at Recent Arrival! What that means for you: 1. Hassle-Free Experience 2. Faster
Buying Process 3. Confidence in Not Overpaying and 4. We do the Research for you. Give us a
call at to check availability. Price, Protection, Peace Of Mind! It has an Automatic transmission
and a Gas V8 4. Call our sales team today at to schedule a time to come take a test drive at
Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to working with you! Check it out for yourself
and visit our website at Qautocenter. See dealer for complete details. Vehicle subject to sell.
Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. The 1 deal at 1 Beal!!!! Look at this
Ford F Lariat. Its transmission and Gas V8 4. Why pay more than current market value? Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2.
Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Close Larry H.
Not provided. Gray Ford F 4WD 4. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Everything but the plugs. Our F is 2WD and has the 4. I have been overall
pleased with this motor. It has enough pep to haul me, my pianos, and my piano trailer once or
twice a week. When it pulls a trailer I can count on about 14 mpg. Not loaded about 18 and up to
21 even. I pulled a car trailer and an old car home from Montana and it did great! My only gripe
is the plugs. I didn't want to take the chance of blowing a head. If you don't catch that stuff, it
sounds like real trouble. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It's fuel injected so it's not vapor lock.
Vapor lock wouldn't cause a slow starting speed either. Chances are good that It is a bad
starter. OJ answered 7 years ago. Will the vehicle keep running once started? Or does it kill on
the road then only restart after it cools? BMcGill10 answered 7 years ago. I have the same issue.
Have had the cam positioning sensor replaced, and the distributor, plugs and wires replaced.
Still has the problem. Starter turns over fine but seems like all cylinders aren't firing. Aleve
answered 6 years ago. I don't have the answer just the same problem, truck will start cool but
not when it is hot. I have read many related problems with this same truck with the same
problem. It's looks to me that we are all having the same problem. But so fare no one has the
answer, can you help. It looks to me that the electrical system will not let the truck start, as if
there is a sincere that is bad. Herman answered 6 years ago. Jessie answered 6 years ago. I
have run into the same problem, and I suspect bad wiring. I have noted exposed wire in key
places, such as the radio frequency interference dampener on the distributor, as well as at the
fuel pump relay. I have been working on my truck of and on for 2 years. It is a 95 F with 5. I am
having the problem you guys are talking about and trying to fix it. I'm the greatest when it
comes to working on vehicles but I am not scared to do what ever because I love the learning
experience. Today it started ran great got hot and died. Wouldn't start back up. Let it sit till I got
home from work and it fired up like a beast and ran great. Didn't run it looks g enough for it to
die again. It would be great if any of you could help me out. Thank you. Sorry I am not the best

when it come to typing. I meant to say I'm not the greatest. Also I didn't run it long enough for it
to die. Big thumbs small buttons. OJ answered 5 years ago. Trub: Since your knowledge is
limited and you're willingness to learn is high, may I suggest a site for you. It's called AllData.
For about twenty bucks a year or fifty bucks for five years you can purchase a very in-depth
digital repair guide for your make, model, and engine for your vehicle. There are step by step
repair guides and troubleshooting for every aspect of your car. There is a sample vehicle
available where you can "thumb" through how the book is set up. Just click on the DIY section
of the site. That is awesome. Thank you very much. I will definitely check that out today. Thanks
again. Jessie answered 5 years ago. I tried a few things, tested some stuff, found that fuel
pressure cuts out right before she dies, have been testing everything in the fuel system. I am
told that the module is bad, which would make perfect sense. But with so many things that have
been replaced on this truck and not fixed it, it is hard to want to throw more money at the
problem. Same problem I will fix it tomorrow hopefully I think its a bad starter or timing is off or
hot. I have an 89 f mine wont restart when hot. I can move the distributer and it will start again.
So weird. When its hot it sounds like the battery is dead and wont turn over till I retard the
timing. Ok I have a ford f 6cylinder iv replaced starter solenoid coil and still not wanting to start
don't seem to be getting fire what could be the problem any suggestion from any one here I
really like this ole truck and I will do what ever it takes to get her back on the road plz help me.
Go get a spark tester at the local auto parts store for about twenty bucks and test each plug
wire. It's simple. If the tester flickers when you are trying to start it check all wires then your
problem is elsewhere. If no flickering begin checking backward to find the cause of no voltage.
Scout answered 5 years ago. Is the heat shield missing around your starter to protect it from the
exhaust? This may be the problem. Install a heat shield or install a new starter AceFordRincon
answered 4 years ago. Jdixo10 answered 4 years ago. Guys I had the same problem a year ago.
On a f inline 6 5speed. Mine would do what all y'alls is doing and it ended up being the
distributer the whole set up cap and all was changed out problem solved. Adamv82 answered 4
years ago. Zeke answered 4 years ago. Same exact problem on my 95 f 4. Runs great first start
but after 2 miles or if very hot outside, it heaves and misses and eventually shuts down. Starts
after sitting for 45 minutes again. I did replace rotor, cap wires plugs and coolant temp sensor
as well as the starter. No fix. Had it to 2 different mechanics who stated fuel pressure was good
and so was spark I also have a 95 inline 6 manual transmission with the same problem. I have
changed the plugs, wires, cap and rotor, battery cables, fuel pump, fuel filter and I am in the
process of changing the starter. Nothing has seemed to help. In fact, it seems to be getting
worse. I would be willing to go into a lawsuit, but don't know where to start. I also don't want to
throw any more money at it if it is just going to crap out on me. Jonng answered 4 years ago. I
have the same problem with my 95 ford straight 6 it ended up being the ignition module.
Biggtopp answered 4 years ago. If the starter turns easily when warm, but doesn't want to start,
replace the O2 sensor. It is most likely the problem. I'm having trouble with my 87 F. Turns over,
but laboriously at best. Like a boost of compression , yeah, right. Your quite possibly in need of
a new 02 sensor. Worked on my Ford Aerostar. Cheap fix too. Fordnut answered 4 years ago.
Timewalk63 gmail. I'll post results any other suggestions would be great!! Quintin answered 4
years ago. Hi, saw these post and decided to write as I am having the same problem with my F
4. The first time this happened, I was getting gas and it just never started. I looked for spark and
there was none. I replaced the coil pack and that solved the problem for a little while. I also
changed the wires plugs and cap and rotor just for good measure. I drove it for another 5 days
until last night as i was pushing the engine uphill it quit on me. I was on a steep incline. Luckily
there was a guy who actually had a tow rope and pulled me up the hill and I coasted to my
house from there. I had tried to start it a few times on the hill with no success, then while I was
coasting home, still no start, even tried to compression start it, again no start. Sitting there the
guy helped me check for spark and it had spark. I thanked him for the tow and asked him if he
could turn over the engine while I listened one last time, he turned it over and it started. I have a
feeling it is an engine module or oxygen sensor. I would appreciate your help if you get this
email. Thanks, Quintin. Jameson answered 4 years ago. Most likely your manifold is is leaking
or gaskets are going bad in turn heating up your starter. If your starter will heat up to a point
where you can only wait for it to cool down before it will start again. Try possibly fabricating a
heat shield. Good luck. Yes a heat shield on the starter. I have a 64 Mercury Comet with a out of
a 68 mustang. Having this problem. My prior car was a 68 El Camino that did it as well. Starter
gets hot from exhaust and won't turn on anymore. Sometimes 20 minutes sometimes two hours
waiting for it to cool. All you new car guys with your 's. Always worried about sensors and
electronic parts. I have spark, fuel, water, oil. That's all I need to run. If the starter isn't hot. I'm
working on a shield today for the starter. Also timing was an issue. I too would advance or
retard my timing can't remember which. But it seemed to help for a little while. Mine is an 89 F

Windsor 5 speed manual 4X4 I bought it 12 years ago. It had many problems but starting hot or
cold wasn't one of them, ran like a champ through all for seasons. About 4 years ago I stalled it
in traffic and it wouldn't start, had the dead battery effect. Someone offered to jump start and it
fired up. Then it shortly after, it began to not start after driving till warm. I carried a spare battery
around with me and that worked for awhile but soon it wouldn't even fire with a jump. I have
resorted to only driving if I don't have to shut it off or will have it shut off long enough for s cool
down about an hour then it starts right up. I have replaced the O2 sensor, full tune up, new
starter and battery cable including starter cable, new solenoid, new TPS, and yes I changed the
temperature sensor not temp sender Yet the problem still continues. The truck is solid and very
road worthy with only , original miles. I also owned a 88 F with , miles on it and never had an
issue like this in the 8 years I owned it. I am at my wits end on this one and could use some
advise. Try and replace the switch that chooses the fuel tank. Since ive done that I haven't had a
problem. Above I stated I replaced the fuel pump, but I came across the issue miles later. I have
a Bronco auto , miles. It has not be abused or mudded, highway driven. It starts right up when
cold, it starts right up if it is warm and it hasn't been sitting warm for over 15 mins or so.. BUT if
you drive it and park for over 40 mins or so and come back to go somewhere it will turn over
fine, at normal speed but the engine will not start up, UNLESS this is crazy you pump the
accelerator, then is starts like its sputtering then it runs fine. I have replaced the following with
new parts. Distributor, fuel pump, fuel regulator, wires , intake vacuum pump, both temp water
sensors, oil pressure sensor, fuel pump, water pump, radiator, clutch fan, alternator, and some
other stuff. I took it to a shop in my town and he had it for two weeks with a fuel presure gauge
and a spark tester hooked to it at all times with no luck. A side note, sometime the Bronco
seems to all of a sudden to have more power and then sometimes it goes back to not having
good power. I have the same problem, starts cold no problem. But when its warm it turns over
for a while then starts. If it doesn't catch it simply wont start till its cool again. I did figure out
that if I pump the gas it starts warm no problem. Now I need to see what part of the fuel system
is causing the problem. GColtrane26 answered 4 years ago. I have a ford F with a 4. It really
didn't bother me much because I would start it up in the morning, drive it to work - Then it would
cool down - Then drive it back home 9 hours later. So the other week I had stop at store on the
way home from work and went to start it up after a few minutes and it just wouldn't start, but
after 30 minutes it started without a problem and I drove home. After switching out the relay I
drove my truck around town and then parked the truck in my driveway. Turned it off, waited a
few seconds and turned it back on without any problems - I turned it on and off a few times just
to make sure it was not an anomaly. I guess the real test is when the ambient temperature is
around 80 degrees. Hope this helps. I have a Dodge Dakota. I had my Distributor and all the
wires changed everything in the timing and running. A few weeks ago my muffler exploded
going down the road. I had to cut the exhaust pipe off in front of cadilladic converter because it
came apart also. The starter heating up is the only problem it can be. Yes I have replaced the
coil. So before doing anything I suggest the starter or your coil.. I know if I replaced the
bushings in the starter will solve it.. OJ answered 4 years ago. If you had a shield for the starter
prior to taking everything off I would say you have to put it back or replace it. If you post your
question again in the Dodge Forum you will get more answers. This form is F and is this
question is 3 years old. Ironmike72 answered 3 years ago. Hecker answered 3 years ago. Check
an see if there is a hidden fuel filter inside a black plastic fuel housing inside the frame rail
between the fuel tank and the in- line pressure fuel pump. It has 4 fuel line ports, Use a band
type oil filter wrench being careful not to break the black plastic bowl unscrewing it. QueHeffner
answered 3 years ago. Guru62VN answered 3 years ago. I think if you wrap heat cloth around
starter it will help, these trucks have headers on them and it is too hot for the starters!
Guru98GHJ answered 3 years ago. Having same problems with my 86 f am replaceing stater and
solanoid. Will let you know. FD answered 3 years ago. My husbands 06 f diesel starts up great ,
but once he shuts it off after it's warmed up , it could take 30min to and hour to cool down
before it starts. His mechanic is stumped. Did anyone fix this problem? By the way , the truck
doesn't die or shut off while running. It just won't restart after it's warmed up. My husbands f D
is have the same issue. It starts up great , but after it's warmed up if he shuts it off , it will not
restart until it's cooled. Could be 30 min to 1. Did anyone find a solution? Jessie answered 3
years ago. Faulty fuel pump relay can be effected by temp. If the truck still cranks over and no
fuel is delivered, change the fuel pump relay and check fuel pressure. Topically a bad fuel pump
won't have that sort of consistency. If it isn't the relay or fuse, check the ignition switch. Jacob
answered 3 years ago. Has anyone had luck with heat cloth around the starter? Same issue in
my F My 92 F with the 5. I'm going to try the heat shield on the starter. For the others here I use
to have an 86 5. Fun car to drive. Jjohnson answered 3 years ago. Has anyone thought about
the flywheel biding the starter up? My 93 starts fine when cold. But once warmed up very hard

to start. Like battery is dead. I also get a knock in the truck. Really leaning towards the flywheel
heating up and the crack expanding. Will be replacing it shortly. Bye f w. Jaysexperience
answered 3 years ago. I hear everyone saying change this and change that, and nothing but
money spent happens. I'm not a mechanic or an electrician but I've had a lot of old trucks. From
my experience its always been a bad,corroded or dirty connection somewhere in the harness,
under the door on the driver side and any other place that wiring is exposed or like one of you
mentioned by the starter and manifold where it can get hot and burn. I'm in the same situation
as the rest of you and I've just started to trouble shoot the wiring harness at key spots and so
far found two issues. This is what causes the vehicle to die slowly. Chances are the was one
weak connection, and then there were two, and three until it died. Get where I'm going with this,
make some coffee and get at it, hopefully you'll catch the culpret right off but you got to start by
looking at what started to go wrong first. And just a note, sensors don't usually quit working no
matter what Joe mechanic is saying over there I've found that rarely to b the case. If a warning
comes up or motor runs different its because the sensor is doing its job. My 86 ranger started
surging some miles down the road then the engine would die. There was a small hidden black
filter housing just past the fuel tank inside the frame rail, The filter inside was becoming
clogged While driving, The fine debris in the filter housing would get stirred up re-clogging the
filter stopping the flow of fuel. GuruZ6R4T answered 3 years ago. Yegor answered 3 years ago. I
ask people at the gas station if I can leave the van on bc it has to cool down for 10 mins before it
starts again. Its annoying, but steady. No fix found yet. James answered 3 years ago. When your
vehicle only starts when it's cold it's a ignition coil or distributor. CGCHT answered 3 years ago.
After getting my new part home I was examining the difference between the two and looking at
the sensor, I noticed that there was a slight bulge all around the middle of the prob section of
the OEM sensor. After installing the new CHT sensor I took the truck for test run to get the truck
up to operating temp. Before I installed the new sensor after I parked and tried to restart the
engine the truck would not start. It would turn over, but would not start. I also noticed that I did
not hear the fuel pump turn on after the key was turned. In my case I knew that it was not one of
those two because the truck started every time when the weather was cool below 70 degrees.
After installing the new sensor the truck fired right up It has not done this for a while after
sitting for a week. When I returned home and I turned off the truck then turned it back on the
truck fired up. I did this a few more times to test. I also waited 10 minutes to let it heat soak and
turned the key and the truck fired up again. Hopefully this is the end to my troubles. GuruYTBG2
answered 2 years ago. Anytime a ford has stalled when hot but starts and runs fine it has been
the ignition control module. I have had this happen to me every single time i buy a flrd straight
6. Do all yourselves a favour. Buy 2 ignition control modules and if its the older syle install both.
When the day comes your fuel tank is full and you get that jerking stalling farting motion. Go
unplug your old one and carry on. Switch out the dying one when you can. Any old school ford
owner with a straight 6 will tell you to always have a second ignition control module handy for
this exact reason. My dad cut the ford f in half and made a trailer out of it just because it broke
down on us when going camping one summer and no one could figure it out. I have more
stories but lacking time. Its always been the famous i. GuruYQ9ZV answered 2 years ago. I had
the same problem. Will not crank over smooth at operating temp. I installed a starter shim that I
purchased from napa. I believe the part is No more hard cranking issues when eng gets warmed
up. GuruWZ8GB answered 2 years ago. Check your ignition module located on drivers side fire
wall. Two screws easy fix just went through the same thing on my 94 r Katrina answered 2 years
ago. Had the same issue with my 89 F Starts great when cold run it and try starting again in the
warm weather and sounds like a dead battery. Changed everything! Battery, starter, starter
solinoid, plugs, cap, rotor, distributor cap, battery cables. Finally got the notion to replace the
cable from the solinoid to the starter with a heavy duty cable thinking it might be a heat soak
problem. Haven't had any starting issues for the past year. I have a f V8 Triton. I'm having the
same problem with starting up while engine is still hot or very hot out. But mine is not turning
over or clicking or anything. Jack answered 2 years ago. I have F with V8. During winter it starts
just fine. Started fine at home, then after a couple of hours driving, I stopped to refuel. Got back
in my truck and nothing. All electrical equipment in the truck works fine, but it seems no power
is getting to the starter. After a little while, e erything cooled off and truck started just fine.
Drove another hour or so and stopped to unload things at new place - got in to start and nothing
again. Got it towed to Ford dealer and all they could come up with was to replace 3 of the relays.
Headed back home and it was just fine. A few days later, I made another trip and same thing
again. Once I got it started again after cooling down , I made it home with no issues, but I never
turned the truck off. GuruTD3BT answered 2 years ago. Michelle answered 2 years ago. Did
anyone ever figure out what was causing this? Because I have a fordf and it's doing this My
husband of 13 years My soul mate And this was his truck and I want to take care of it but I don't

have a lot of money for mechanics to line their pockets so does anyone have an answer. I
figured it out folks, Electronic Fuel pumps are built so that Gas will keep them Cool, So, If you
drop below a certain amount of gas it either fries the pump or causes had starting when it gets
warm so if you can keep at least a Quarter tank at all times, personally I think a class action is
called for because we were never told this information. That's all I have to offer 12 Mechanics
later. GuruTL4CJ answered 2 years ago. I do not have an answer My truck has been in the shop
3 times now. The last time they did a "wire overlay" from the starter relay to the starter. All this
means is they tie-wrapped a new wire from the relay directly to the starter, bypassing the wiring
harness. Everything worked ok for a few days. A couple were close to home and not problems.
Another was across town about miles and I went into the VA clinic for about 39 minutes. When I
came back out, same thing. I turn the key and nothing - the starter doesn't turn over at all. It's
not a weak battery - checked that already. Now it's in the shop for the 3rd time. I'm at a loss, the
Ford dealer is guessing, and I don't trust the dang truck any longer. Any suggestions!!?
Shocker55 answered 2 years ago. I own three Bronco's 93 5. Get your self some simple tools
Start with checking for spark first at spark plug ,then coil. If you have spark , then the ICM is o.
No spark, good chance is the ICM is bad. If you have spark, then check fuel pressure at the fuel
rail. Zero to low pressure, bad pump, or clogged filter. If you hear the fuel pump cycle on, and
pressure is in proper range, pump, and relay is good. Right now my 94 start's up fine, but after
driving it in degree temp. Had it towed home , turned key a few times, I could hear the pump
cycle on, then it stopped. Checked fuel pressure, it was zero because pump would not cycle on.
Went out the next morning, it started right up! I didn't run it long, just parked it, and will figure it
out later. It could be the ICM heating up, causing a no signal to the fuel pump, then when it
cools down I get a start. Jimmy answered 2 years ago. Lee answered 2 years ago. Did anybody
figure this out. Someone help. I have changed everything. Showing no codes either. Nik
answered 2 years ago. I have an 89 e 5. But this thread covers many issues. Mine is that it runs
like a top then dies as if I turned the key off. Just dead. Last time this happened it cranked so
slow it was as if someone had a ratchet on the flywheel and was cranking it by hand, but it
started. People mention the heat shield around the starter. Will a hot starter cause it to die in the
first place or just not restart? Any real help would be appreciated. Christian answered 2 years
ago. I was having this problem with my solenoid and after I replaced it I covered it with a heat
shield and is doing fine now, u could try to do the same to your starter out of some sheet metal.
Andrew answered 2 years ago. I have an 89 f crew cab starts up and runs like a champ I suspect
that replacing the battery cables with heavier gauge cable may solve the problem.. William
answered 2 years ago. I have a 95 F XLT, with 5. After it blew an upper radiator hose six months
ago, and got hot before I could pull over. It would run fine until i shut it off. New dist, modules,
coil, etc. Today after reading this thread I replaced the 25 dollar temp sensor. Problem solved.
Runs and starts like a dream every time!!! Me and my pocket book thank you Chuck1P
answered 2 years ago. This thread is conflating at least 3 different problems. As for the "starts
great when cold, but when hot, it labors to turn over as if your battery is half dead. Battery is
actually fine and hot when checked. Let it cool, starts fine. Some possible causes have been
mentioned: 1: Hot starter. If it works fine in shorter time, that is the problem. If it cranks fine,
that is the problem. Binding at starter and flywheel. Or, add a shim to slightly angle starter away
from flywheel. If there is binding elsewhere, I would expect a worsening problem and maybe
catastrophic failure. Advanced timing seems unlikely to me. Engine would run very rough and
gas mileage would be very bad. It never hurts to check cables and connections for loose, dirty,
rusted connection. Heat will make any resistance greater. H0neybug answered 2 years ago. We
are having a similar issue with our E Econoline Van. She starts and runs like a champ with no
problems, but if we drive any distance she will start again and either struggles to stay running
or goes miles down the road and dies. We literally drove her home for miles and never turned
the engine off when we stopped for gas and never had a problem We just replaced main fuel
pump and front tank pump and still had the same issue after making s test road trip about miles.
It definitely seems like a fuel issue, but why only after running for X amount of time and why
only after turning engine off and trying to restart? Jameson answered 2 years ago. H0neybug
this may sound a bit ridiculous but check your battery cables and the connections on the starter
the alternator and your ground. These wires can heat up and act faulty. When you're starting
your vehicle the wires are all cool and all you need is that first start and it'll run forever but after
driving for a while they Shake around and heat up which can cause your intermittent starting
issue. May not be your issue but it's worth a check trust me hope you figure it out soon. David
answered 2 years ago. I had a problem with my F inline 6. Started up fine when cold, after
driving for a while to warm up, turn it off for a little while, try to start and wouldn't start easily. I
could push the gas pedal down all the way and it would start. It also would be rough for a while
until it calmed down. Also notice that sometimes at a stop light the rpms would fluctuate. I hope

this is a good part because I don't want to have to replace it again. I was able to replace it
without taking the upper manifold off. No way I was going to go through that. It took me about 1
hour to replace it. I had to remove one hose, it was a hose that went under two other hoses. This
allowed me to get the rear bolt off with some extensions that pivoted slightly. This 1. I got the
bolt to stick to the socket with some chewing gum, high tech. That was the hardest part of the
job. Also recommend a telescope magnet to get the bolts when you drop them. Happened to me
once and I was lucky to find it. It made a huge difference replacing the regulator. Now my truck
is running smooth and starts fine. Icemanrmk answered 2 years ago. This is your problem:
replace the Pick up coil in the distributor, under the rotor, it is bad overheating, and when it
does this the truck looses its knowledge of where and when to spark, it was a problem in many
ford motors, mustangs, and the lot, they all used the same distributor style, and use a good
replacement part, do not mess around with this. My ford f started this problem start ok first time
it would die then when you tried to start it it would spin moter but not fire. I have a question on a
Ford f pickup when I try 2 start the pick it clicks in the dash and when I have someone elce tern
the key and I lisen under the hood and I don't here no clicking or nothing iv checked the battery
and everything I could think of what 2 do and nothing and after the truck cools down after a. It
starts what can I do 2 fix the prablim. GuruLDND4 answered about a year ago. Try getting some
exhaust wrap the exhaust could be putting off to much heat and frying the starter until that can
cool down did that to my bronco and never had a problem now my f is doing it to just replaced
the alternator on it. Todd answered about a year ago. For those of you that have trucks that are
still running fine aftere theyy are warmed up, but hard to crank over like dead battery or super
high compression, it could be leaky fuel injectors flooding the engine after you shut it off. Test
the fuel pressure at the fuel rail and make sure it holds pressure for 10 minutes after shutting
off. GuruSFW13 answered about a year ago. I bet people with this problem runs there truck a
while then let it sit for 30 minutes or so and crank it smells strong raw gas smell. GuruR6CHZ
answered about a year ago. GuruFFC5G answered 9 months ago. I read many of the replies Yet,
noone suggested having diagnostics done, to determine what is wrong. Seems all car forums
are like that Michael answered 9 months ago. Starts like a charm when cool. Bingo that's the
problem, right? Anyway, to figure it out starter gets hot after running. I suspect a heat shield
may fix this issue. Possible to wrap exhaust pipe as well near starter keeping heat away. Just
make sure your battery and connections are good. Cowboy answered 7 months ago. GuruLG
answered 6 months ago. Took me 30 minutes to skim through every answer. I realized
something. Just don't buy a Ford. Perry answered 5 months ago. I have the same problem in my
Ford f Have tried lots of things, been in shop several times, big bills!! If anybody gets a good
solution please post. Jeremy answered 5 months ago. So Ill add another to this. I have the
problem that some others have. Problem is it starts and runs but after shutting it off ,wont start
until it cools down again. Wont start when hot. It Sounds like dead battery but obviously its not.
What i get from this thread is that it is either 1 coolant temp sensor my heat gauge is not
working so possibly 2. I just Put in a new complete distributor,one with the ignition control
module mounted on side of dizzy. My dad thinks this is the problem. Others mentioned it on
here too. The switch inside steering column. Heat from exhaust heating up the starter. My dad
said he checkd thst but that was last summer. Said it didnt need shim or whatever. I have put
brand new plugs, fuel pump relay as well as EEC computer relay. I Needed those for another
issue. I properly diagnosed those. I Also put brand new starter. Dont think i needed it honestly.
Also put about 4 new starter solenoids the one mounted to inner fender near battery. Well ive
bought 4 now,all 4 cldnt have been bad. I Started replacing those a cple yrs ago when starter
wld stick on after truck had started up and was running. Also we put in a new oil pump because
the oil pump driveshaft snapped in half one winter and fell into pan. Ever since THAT happened
and i put new oil pump and all the other things listed like the distributor, relays ,starter ,and
starter solenoid , ive had this problem of it not wanting to re-start if its warm like battery is dead.
Let it cool down or wait til nxt day and starts fine. With what i have started what would any of
YOU try first? Then coolant temp sensor? Then heat shield between starter exhaust or exhaust
wrap? Any suggestions wld be greatly appreciated. I understand this post was a couple years
ago, however, after spending an hour reading how many people this has affected, and because
these trucks are not only still out there, but continue to have this issue Cable end, was
effectively a better ground than all the cable installed aftermarket or OEM. Not Good I drove
about another minutes until hot, stopped in front of my shop, shut it down, tapped the key, and
she fired right up, with ZERO hesitation!! Not anymore! Hope this helps guys and girls!! GuruM1
answered 4 months ago. I have Ford motor home, F, Windsor, fuel injected. When we got off at
the exit the engine seemed to sputter a few times and then again about 3 to 5 minutes later.
Engine was running at the hot end of normal on the temp gauge. Drove her 20 minutes to the
park and shut it off to register. On the way home all was going well. Driving at 60 to 70mph,

some steep hills, when we changed highways, coming off the ramp, within minutes the engine
started losing power and started back firing. By the time I pulled over the engine died and would
not start again. It turned over fine and seemed like no fuel to run. Let it cool while I checked
under hood and inside bonnet. Except for the heat, everything seemed normal. Turned over but
wouldn't start. Got it towed home and after the tow truck left I tried to start it and it started fine. I
noticed when we pulled over and here at home that the inside electrical, fridge, microwave,
water pump, stove fan and Iights , are not working. Also the secondary battery is not charging
and only at about half charge. All work when switched to AC power. From what I'm reading, I'm
going to check all wiring 1st. There are many answers here, but the heat, loose or bare wiring,
sound most promising. Possible heat shielding and maybe sensors. I'll get back if I succeed.
Guru9DQ39X answered 3 months ago. So I need help as well my 93 runs good when it runs but
when it gets hot it starts missing when you first start it it takes forever and when it does fire it
runs rough very tough for about a minute. Guru95G1HS answered about a month ago. Jeremy
answered about a month ago. What ignition switch did u replace? Thr was a recall for the big
white plastic one on steering column. Im gonna try to get mine done or replace it myself. Right
now ive been starting it by crossing out the starter relay on inside of fender wth a screwdriver.
After I put gas in it, no matter how low the fuel is, it won't start or stay running but after waiting
a few minutes it does. Truck was running great. Today try to start it and it would just click so I
charge battery just clicks. I jump the truck. It runs. Turn truck off then back on. Just clicks. I've
changed the I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Ford F Get Started. Search Ford F
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Hurry
in quick this car won't last long at this price. Call now for your VIP appointment! He hasn't
picked one ounce of a fart. This engine has been turned on less than your wife while watching a
Matthew McConaughey film. This truck is so new its paint is like virgin skin waiting for it's
newest tattoo of embedded bug guts. This truck is so new, even Charlie Sheen hasn't been in
this bed. We heard those are hard to get rid of. Odometer is miles below market average! Please
call or e-mail first for the best and quickest information. Visit Pricing excludes tax, title, license
and document fee. Pricing includes all rebates to dealer in lieu of special financing rates unless
otherwise notes. Residency restrictions can apply. Price excludes tax, title, license and
document fee. While we make every effort to prevent pricing errors, key stroke and human
errors do occur. Please contact dealer for details. Please inquire about pricing and installation
dates available. Originally known as Lofink Motors, Caskinette Ford has continued a tradition of
excellent customer service, community values and quality automotive sales for more than 40
years. Creating a casual and fun welcoming buying experience, Caskinettes is reknowned for its
knowledgeable staff and first-rate follow up after sales and service. Experience the Caskinettes
difference! Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Here at Lake Keowee Ford
our customers come first and our prices will not be beat. Our sales department is dedicated to
your satisfaction. Please stop by or call to get your VIP pricing. Lake Keowee Ford your fast,
fun, and freindly dealer. Check out this Ford F Platinum. This Ford F features the following
options: Wheels: 20" Polished Aluminum, Voice-Activated Touchscreen Navigation -inc:
pinch-to-zoom capability, SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link subscription required , Note:
SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link subscription required , SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link
subscription required service is not available in Alaska or Hawaii, SiriusXM audio and data
services each require a subscription sold separately, or as a package, by Sirius XM Radio
subscription required Inc, If you decide to continue service after your trail, the subscription plan
you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your
chosen payment method at then-current rates, Fees and taxes apply, To cancel you must call
SiriusXM at , See SiriusXM customer agreement for complete terms at You'll own the road in
this Four Wheel Drive machine while seeing near 25mpg plus enjoy incredible towing and
payload capacity. Ford serves up luxury along with capability; our Platinum looks phenomenal
with its polished wheels, bed liner, sunroof, and Tonneau cover! Open the door to the
comfortable Platinum cabin to find that it has been intelligently designed with a customizable
productivity screen, remote start, push-button start, multiple power points, dual-zone automatic
climate control, ambient lighting, and dynamic hitch assist. You'll love that SYNC 3, and SYNC
Connect provides everything you need to get in touch, be entertained, and stay informed with
enhanced voice recognition, touchscreen navigation, available WiFi, impressive audio,
smartphone integration, and more! This lean muscular machine from Ford offers a

high-strength military-grade aluminum-alloy body and a high-strength steel frame provides
peace of mind. It also takes care of you with curve control, trailer sway control, a multitude of
airbags, and MyKey. Enjoy full power behind the wheel of our Ford F! Print this page and call us
Now See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store
for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Customer satisfaction is our number one goal.
Based on the excellent condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Ford F is
sure to sell fast. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Please call to check on the availability of this vehicle. We'll buy your
vehicle even if you don't buy ours! Open 7 days a week to serve you. Prices do not include tax,
tag, dealer fees, reconditioning and certification if applicable. See Dealer for complete details.
EcoBoost 3. Ford Certified! Recent Arrival! Grieco Ford has proprietary software that allows us
to search thousands of websites every hour for automobiles in mile radius with similar
equipment, similar miles, and similar condition. We then dynamically re-price our cars on every
website, to ensure our customers are getting a great deal. We want to make you a Grieco
customer for life. Our best price is our first price. Most of our customers enjoy the no haggle
pricing upfront. This helps to avoid a lengthy back-and-forth negotiation process. Dont Pay
More! Many dealers will surprise you with hidden fees that are additional to the advertised price.
This does not happen at OffLeaseOnly. You can even skip the dealership all together if you
wish. We have Four State-of-the-Art locations throughout Florida and we can't wait to help you
save thousands on your next purchase! Start shopping online now at OffLeaseOnly. Prices are
subject to change, and prior sales are excluded from these offers. While every reasonable effort
is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for any errors or
omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with the dealer.
You can buy from anywhere in the USA and have it shipped straight to your door. Shopping
Online is safe and easy: 1. Choose your vehicle. Select Your Payment. Value Your Trade-In.
Electronically Sign Your Paperwork. Schedule Your Delivery. At your request, I would be happy
to send you a link to get started with Online Shopping. In an effort to limit your time at our
dealership, Auto Express can expedite your entire process online. Start the process by texting
us at At your request, I would be happy to send you a Walk Around Video of this vehicle. Or visit
our website at No Commissions, No Pressure! Equipment Group A Luxury Engine: 5. Best of all
the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. Some restrictions
apply. Check out this gently-used Ford F we recently got in. Surprising quality accompanied by
a high level of performance Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Price does not include a charge for 0. Budd Baer "The Honest Dealer" where the price is on the
window and the facts are always on the table. Anybody can sell you a car, Budd Baer makes the
difference. We serve the Tri-State Area exceeding customer satisfaction everyday! Budd Baer in
Washington, PA has the best price and value combination in the marketplace. And best of all,
you'll love your no-hassle purchase experience. Over new and used vehicles on our lot! Drive to
Budd Baer and find out why people have been buying their vehicles from our family since !
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Biggest Savings Below Market.
No accidents. Price Drop. Cheapest Cars with Clean History. All 24, Listings. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Know The Deal.
Close Express. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
This is my Ford new F red Lariat. The three thousand miles I've had it in the shop 3 times for
transmissions issues. Last weekend it started pouring transmission fluid all over the place.
Back in the shop again. Poor gas mileage go to the inconsistent shifting. Logging into overdrive
hard downshifting. Also there is a squeak or chirp sound coming from the engine this is the 5. I
wish I would not have traded in my with a 6-speed transmission. Don't take my word for it look
at the forumns that are out there on these Transmissions. Ford is keeping quiet about these
issues for now the F is a bread-and-butter so I know they are not going to issue a recall until it
becomes had a massive issue. I've never been so disappointed in Ford if it comes down to run
by in this truck back I don't know if I will ever get another Ford would I have been a loyal Ford
owner for 30 years such a huge disappointment. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign

in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June edited June in Ford. June Why did you start a new topic?
Who said? Can you hear the fuel pump run when you first turn the key to ON. When it is failing
to start. As I said previously, check the fuel pump relay. The relays are in the underhood power
distribution box - a box with fuses, curcruit breakers, and relays. A relay is just a small cube
that plugs into the box. There may be more than one. I don't know if they are marked as to what
they control or not. I think a Ranger, if it has more than one, they are all the same. If there is
more than one, change them around, wiggle them, press them in securely. If you change out the
fuel pump one, and it has been failing, it might cure the problem. Of course, you have now put
the misbehaving one on some other circuit They don't cost too much. If you can ID the one for
the fuel pump, I would just replace it and hope this fixes it. Truck has 2. Turns over freely.
Eventually starts after maybe 60 seconds, some jockeying the acelerator. Replaced fuel filter.
Runs ok once started. Suspicious of fuel regulator. Suggestions anyone? September I have a
ford Ranger 2. Im having starting problems. I bought a new Starter relay. Where is the starter
relay hidden? Im begining to think it doesent have one. Please help!!! The starter relat on my
ford ranger is located on the driver side fender inside part right next to the distrubution box. It
may be on the starter itself. I don't know for sure, Ford's are weird. October I noticed my the
theft light on my ranger started to flash rapidly when the car was running, it has become
increasingly difficult to start at times, yesterday after I parked it for about 2 hrs. When I turned
the key on the theft light flashed was flashing rapidly and the vehicle would not start. I replaced
the coil but it made no difference. I disconnected the battery and re connected it, that did not
help either. The battery had plenty of power to turn the engine over but there was no fire to the
plugs, I finally had the vehicle towed after a couple of hrs. I also noticed that my power door
locks were not operating properly recently. Today I went out to see if I could try something else
that might fix the problem, but I wanted to make sure the vehicle was still not working, when I
turned the key the vehicle started and ran just fine, there was no flashing theft light and it
started the first time. Is there anyone who has experienced this problem? If so did you find a
solution, is there any way to disable the theft system to prevent this from happening again?
November Hello, Did you fix it? I'm having the same problem with my Windstar! My 92 Ranger
intermittently will not start when cold. If I return a couple hours later and try again, It will start!
This seemed to happen after the Idler Solenoid was replaced? Any Ideas?? December Having
same problem with 98 mazda b v6, have had it towed to dealer twice and after bringing it off
flatbed truck it starts right up. Hi all, My 99, 4. I usally have to crank it twice until it will start and
when it dose start it hesitates a little and then idles fine. I have replaced the idle air control and
the fuel filter. The engine runs good and strong. Could bad plugs and wires cause hard
starting? Any Ideas: thanks, mike. January I hav a Ranger, starts perfect after let sit for a bit but
to turn the truck off to get gas then when i go to start up and pull away the motor wurls over but
wont go, seems to me like its flooding itself. I have a Ford Ranger, 4 cylinder, manual
transmission. It will not start. When key is turned, it will click one time. It did this a month ago.
Put in new battery, had starter tested at Autozone. Starter was ok. After putting starter back in, I
jumped the solonoid and it started. Then it started every time until now. Now it has quit again.
Same symptoms. Has new battery, cables are clean and connected well, starter is ok. When key
is turned, it will click once, that is it. I can jump the solonoid and nothing happens. I thought is
solonoid was bad, then jumping it would tell me because it would start, but it doesn't. Any ideas
on what my problem is??? Note: I can push it off and crank it, so it is definetly an electrical
problem. When you say you are jumping the solenoid, are you jumping from large post to large
post, or are you just puting a screw driver between the little post and big one? Some of them
solenoids its pretty hard to get from big post to big post. I would use a set of jumper cables to
help you here. Run the negative between the block and battery. Then connect the positive up,
and touch it to the starter side of the solenoid. If you are jumping it correctly and nothing is
happening check to make sure your starter is tight,and the mating surface between the starter
and block are clean. I have seen oil leaks make for a hard start some times. One thing to
remember. When autozone tests your starter. Its a no load test. Meaning if you are having
problems with bad bearings in your starter it wont show up there. I would pull the starter again,
and hold the gear in the nose, and shake it. If you hear a clunking sound, its not a good sound.
You need to replace that starter, the bearings have gone bad. You can also just look at the
bearings in the nose and see if there is alot of play there as well. One more thing. Is the positive
cable getting warm to the touch when you are jumping the solenoid? If it has rubbed on the
exhaust or frame in a hard to see place, you wont notice it, but it will ground out the starter
every time. Electricity chooses the path of least resistance, and that starter is a huge resistor
when engaging the flywheel. If your solenoid is just clicking, then you need to charge the
battery or replace it. I would take to whatever battery store you use, and have them charge it.

You need amp hours to fully charge a completely discharged battery. So to figure out what you
think you need, if you charge a battery at 2amps for 8 hours that is 16 amp hours. The faster you
charge a battery the faster you wear it out. A fast charge over 20amps will cause the lead plates
to vibrate and shake off material, and you risk overheating the battery and boiling out
electrolyte. If your solenoid is clicking, I would say you probably need atleast amp hours. So if
you take it to wally world, and have them charge it on slow charge 2A , leave it with them for
atleast 5hrs or all day. Then have them test it for you with a load. Have them burn off the top
charge though, otherwise it will test wrong. They can do that by connecting it to a car with
jumper cables and turning the lights and fan on in the car for about sec. February Will not start.
The truck is getting spark, Gas, etc. We have replaced the crank sensor and coil pack. You can
hear the fuel pump as soon as you turn the key on. What's up? So how do you know its getting
gas? Can it fill a quart jar in less than 30sec? How bout checking compression? Check your air
filter IAC might have a problem, can you pull the plugs and they are wet? Dry How bout
checking compression? I put my finger in the plug hole and turned it over it blows my finger out
pretty good Can it fill a quart jar in less than 30sec? Pressure release valve fu le under the hood
you open it and gas comes out, it real good. When this first started The truck would just die.
You would let it sit and try again it would start. Then it would just die. Let it sit. Then it would
start. Then it died and has never started again? What size engine is this again? I tried to find it
but couldnt Sorry 3. I have the same exact problem, and when it gets warm out it goes away, or
when you had it started that day already it starts up fine. Mine is an '02 4. When I start it I just
start it like a carbureator holding the gas pedal. But the engine still runs real strong even in this
-5 degree weather. I suggest choke cleaner in the air intake. But I'm skeptical of doing this
because I ruined a lawn mower that way before. Try cycling the fuel pump twice before starting.
If that helps, it could be that your fuel pump is losing pressure or your injectors need a good
flushing. March So, I have a 4x4 6cyl. It starts and stalls two or three times before it gets going,
and that's usually because I start giving it gas on the third time. Could it be the O2 sensors? I
have no idea. Any thoughts? It seems to be getting worse. April I'm having what sounds like the
exact same problem with my ranger 4. Did you ever find a solution to this problem? Starting,
then sputtering and stalling out, particularly in cold weather Thanks, Hubbles. Ok I got in the
truck this morning to go to work -started the truck - the truck started but the starter did not stop
trying to crank. I turned the key to the off position and the starter still ran I attempted to pull the
battery cable off but then it stopped. Did this twice before I gave up and used my wifes car to
get to work. Very puzzled Where do I start. Thank you. Aren't they separate on Fords? On the
left inner fender? I don't know if Autozone, etc can check a solonid July August I have to press
on the gas for the truck to stay at rpms in order for me to drive. I've already changed the throttle
body sensor, and i didn't feel a difference. I have a ford ranger xtr cab 3. It started sputtering for
about a week coughing black smoke when it started and then it stopped starting. I changed the
fuel pump and it worked great when it was cold and when it warmed up it would start to sputter
again. I changed the spark plugs, distributor cap, rotor cap and fuel filter and It still refuses to
start. Does any one have any idea what could be the problem. It will turn over like nothing was
ever wrong with it if it sits for 30min-1hr. More frequently it has been also shutting off while I am
driving. I will then have to sit for Min before it will start again. Sometimes I'll be able to get
where I am going after this, but other times it will shut off again in a mile or two. I have replaced
Solonoid, engine coil, had a tune up and a new starter put on the truck. Nothing has fixed this
problem, what else might it be?? I have the exact same problem with my 94 Ford Ranger what
the heck is it??????????? Do you have fuel pressure? If not, the first thing to check is a fuel
pressure relay. There are 2 or 3 relays by the main fuse box under the hood. If it is bad, the fuel
pump will not work. There is also a fuel cutoff switch just under the edge of the carpet, on the
'hump', on the passenger side. This switch is to sense a rollover situation and shut the fuel
pump down. Sometimes these malfunction. And, of course, the fuel pump itself inside the fuel
tank. I was driving down the road at 65 and the truck just stalled out. I tried to start it but it just
cranked over and did not fire. I had it towed to a mechanic and fuel pressure is good and I am
getting spark. He also checked all the fuses and the emergency fuel cut off switch. I was
thinking it was either my fuel pump whitch came out to be good, or my timing chain broke. I
have a 94 ford ranger V-6 3. Sign In or Register to comment. Increase the search radius for more
results. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. Get an
alert with the newest ads for "ford ranger" in Ontario. MSRP generally excludes freight,
applicable fees and taxes. MSRP has been provided for illustrative and general information
purposes only. Dealers may sell for less; contact dealer for details. All rights reserved. Marie 8
St. Price to. Use Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to
travel. Update Cancel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first
Price: lowest first Price: highest first. Notify me when new ads are posted. Your ad deserves to

be on top. Learn more about our Top Ad feature. Automatic , km Financing. Experience The
Difference! Bayfield Ford Lincoln, Barrie. Windsor Region. No rims, just tires. Like new tread
with some cracking at the bottom of the tread. No Leaks. Sidewalls are mint. Need them gone.
Pics to follow when I can dig the shed door open. Decent condition km Runs good drives good
needs box replacement or repair Has trailer hitch Rear sliding window Tunnel cover firm I will
not take a penny less Cash sale don't waste my time Lowballers will be ignored Automatic , km.
Bayfield Ford has been proudly serving Barrie and Simcoe County for All new vehicles go
through an extensive pre-delivery Bayfield Ford has been proudly serving Barrie and Ford
Ranger. Toronto GTA. North York ON. Runs and drives excellent! No issues till this day and
ready to go. It was used as a work vehicle so there been few upgrades to help accommodate
with my work! Is there any rust? Yes there is! Is there any dings? Would is get me from point A
to B? Also have a block heater installed so in the winter you have a warm truck and less load on
the engine. Automatic , km. Very clean little truck. Not like the majority of rangers. Doors and
tailgate are perfect. No holes in the bed. Has a spray liner in it. Roll up tonel cover. Has trailer
hitch with the trailer wiring. Its the base 2. Runs and drives great and has no issues. Has 1 year
old breaks, new led headlights and plate lights, new shifter bushing and trans mount. Wont
need anything for certification. Brand new Manual , km. We also have a fair price the first time
policy that means you don't have to negotiate because we offer our best price up front on all of
our vehicles! Financing is available for good or bad credit. City of Toronto. This ladder racks is
mint condition. Ladder Racks easily raise and lower to eliminate the need to climb, stretch or
reach for your ladder on top or your van. Dimensions: If the ads up it's still available! If you are
interested sent me text message or email. Ford Ranger Ford Raptor Good condition. Everything
works except power steering pump and one brake cylinder. No rust. Engine and transmission
ok Mileage Automatic , km. A good set of winter tires. I bought these on my ford Ranger in
December , Ive put maybe kms on them and sold the truck this past fall. They are stored inside a
shed right now, out of the weather, but want them gone so i can use the room the store my new
trucks tires. Text, email, or call names Denver. For starters, the backbone of every Ranger is a
fully boxed, high-strength-steel frame with 6 rugged crossmembers. It works together with the
steel front bumper and a frame-mounted rear tow bar to provide a solid foundation for your onand off-road adventures. Automatic Financing. To avoid disappointment, it is best to call or text
ahead to ensure your preferred vehicle is here and ready to test drive! Committed to making you
feel like part of our family. Rated by Google. Beautiful Ranger Edge, Only , kms! Same Owner
since , Dealer maintained, Oil sprayed regularly. Trade and Upgrade into a new Escape today.
Just visit us online, or in-store. At Fraser Ford we are doing our part to keep you and our team
safe within our facility. Persons entering the Drive a little, Save a lot! It's worth the drive to Ford
ranger Super nice truck need gone tho 4 wheel dr
bmw x3 repair manual
s10 lowrider
trans am parts catalogue
ive manual summer and winter tires Manual , km. Set of four Havalanch X trem winter tires with
steel rims for sale. The tire number is R No issues with the tires. Great shape no curb rash at all
bought new last year and have sold my ford ranger no use anymore. Have all centre caps. Ford
Ranger headlight assemblies. Have a set of head light assemblies that came of a Ford ranger ,
should fit most year models. Headlights could use to be polished up and cleaned up. Also have
a set of brand new side marker lights also for 's Ford Rangers. Sport Edition Loaded with the
following options.. Dealer updates Showroom Open. Please Contact. Will trade for other
gassers, car culture or real riders Collection: HW Hot Trucks A "raptor" is a synonym for a bird
of prey, which makes sense when you think of velociraptors and how some folks think
dinosaurs and birds are linked, evolutionarily speaking. Unlike bird raptors, though, this casting
doesn't eat meat â€” it eats asphalt! Ford ranger winter tires.

